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What is This?
Naming-Speed Processes and Developmental Reading Disabilities: An Introduction to the Special Issue on the Double-Deficit Hypothesis

Maryanne Wolf and Patricia G. Bowers

There has been general consensus in dyslexia research that phonological processing deficits underlie dyslexic readers’ failure to acquire adequate word recognition skills (Blachman, 1997; Bradley & Bryant, 1983; Brady & Shankweiler, 1991; Bruck & Treiman, 1990; Catts, 1996; Shankweiler & Liberman, 1972; Foorman, Francis, Shaywitz, Shaywitz, & Fletcher, in press; Kamhi & Catts, 1989; Lyon, 1995; Stanovich, 1986, 1988, 1992; Torgesen, Wagner, Rashotte, Burgess, & Hecht, 1997; Tunmer, 1995; Velutino & Scanlon, 1987; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987). The assumption of a phonological-core deficit—that difficulty representing the sound structure of words impedes a child’s ability to learn decoding principles—has guided diagnostic and intervention efforts in reading disabilities and has been a fundamental tenet in the work to be described here.

Despite the considerable progress made in phonology-based research, certain aspects of dyslexia continue to elude the best theoretical explanations and interventions based on this single core-deficit perspective. As Rudel (1985) cautioned more than a decade ago, there are poor readers who slip through our diagnostic batteries because they have adequate to good phonological decoding skills. And, as stated by Blachman (1994) and by Torgesen, Wagner, and Rashotte (1994), there are unexpected “treatment resisters” who do not respond to our well-constructed, phonological-based interventions.

The work to be presented in this special issue of JLD is heavily influenced by the phonological-core deficit perspective and by the psycholinguistic tradition underlying it. Over the last years, however, the authors represented here have begun to diverge from a strict version of the phonological-based view as they have attempted to explain the consistent presence of naming-speed deficits in severely impaired readers and the relationship of naming speed to reading failure. Although most current conceptualizations of naming speed subsume it under phonological processes (Torgesen et al., 1997), the authors in this issue are investigating whether naming-speed deficits represent a second core deficit in dyslexia that is largely independent of phonology and, thus, not subsumable under it (Bowers & Wolf, 1993; McBride-Chang & Manis, 1996; Lovett, 1995; Wolf & Bowers, 1999).

The focus on naming speed stems from work in the neurosciences begun by Geschwind (1965) and tested and developed by Denckla (1972) and Denckla and Rudel (1974, 1976a, 1976b). Denckla and Rudel created a series of continuous naming-speed tasks, called Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) tests, that have been used as a prototype for measuring serial naming. A substantial body of cross-sectional, longitudinal, and cross-linguistic research (see Table 1 in Wolf, Bowers, & Biddle, this issue) clearly documents that children and adults with dyslexia are slower than most other readers to access and retrieve verbal labels for visually presented stimuli, particularly when the stimuli are serial and alphanumeric and thus capable of fostering “automatic” rates (see Logan, 1988).

Wolf and Bowers (Bowers & Wolf, 1993; Wolf & Bowers, 1999) have proposed an alternative conceptualization of dyslexia—the Double-Deficit Hypothesis—in which phonological deficits and the processes underlying naming-speed deficits are depicted as two largely independent sources of reading dysfunction, resulting in three impaired reader subtypes. Their classification includes two subtypes with single deficits and one double-deficit subtype. Phonological-deficit readers have phonological processing difficulties without naming-speed problems; naming-speed-deficit readers have naming-speed problems with no significant deficits in phonological awareness or phonological decoding. The double-deficit subtype represents the most impaired readers across all dimensions of reading, potentially because the co-occurrence of phonological and naming-speed deficits allows limited compensatory routes.

It is critical that the hypothesized independence of these two deficits be re-
solved, in light of the implications for prediction, diagnosis, and intervention. Because the current practice is largely to subsume naming speed under phonological processes, hypothesized naming-speed–deficit readers would either be misclassified as having phonological deficits and given inappropriate intervention, or missed altogether because of their adequate phonological-decoding skills. The phonological-deficit readers would be appropriately treated by such practice. Readers in the double-deficit subtype with the most difficult disabilities would typically receive treatment related to only one deficit, with insufficient efforts directed at issues of fluency and automaticity. It is hypothesized that naming-speed and double-deficit readers constitute some of the treatment resisters described by Blachman (1994) and Torgesen et al. (1994).

This special issue emerged from a research symposium at the Society for Research in Child Development, in which Wolf and Bowers asked twoagnostics colleagues, Maureen Lovett and Frank Manis, to reanalyze their school and clinic databases along the theoretical lines of the Double-Deficit Hypothesis. The resulting insights and increased data from Lovett's and Manis' perspectives push forward the underlying knowledge about the role of naming speed in reading disabilities and help clarify some of the assumptions of the Double-Deficit Hypothesis. This special issue of JLD represents the product of these authors’ combined investigations and thinking.

The overall goals of the issue are not, however, to suggest another unifying explanation for the developmental dyslexias. The goals are (a) to address the specific role of the processes underlying naming speed and the general issue of speed of processing, as a critical factor beyond phonology in reading failure, and (b) to investigate the ability of the Double-Deficit Hypothesis to advance our understanding of children with reading disabilities. The authors are not of one mind on these issues; rather, using somewhat different approaches, samples, and measures, each is investigating the nature and limits of what phonological and naming-speed deficits can teach us about the heterogeneity of impaired readers, the structure of the reading process, and the implications of this research direction for intervention and clinical practice. The specific purpose of the present article is to provide a brief introduction to this discussion. In the second article, Manis, Lisa Doi, and Bhaktawahr Bhadha, who have made extensive contributions to the field's understanding of phonological and orthographic skills, explore the relationships of naming speed, phonological processes, and orthographic skills to particular types of reading in young dyslexic readers. This investigation is of particular importance because of the unanswered questions concerning orthography’s role in the relationship of naming speed to the reading process.

Although best known for their important intervention studies, Lovett and her colleagues were the first to distinguish both a subgroup of impaired readers with rate problems without typical phonological problems and a larger group with both rate and phonological deficits (Lovett, 1984). In their article here, Lovett, Karen Steinbach, and Jan Frijters analyze two questions: first, whether their profoundly impaired clinical population can be classified along the dimensions suggested by the Double-Deficit Hypothesis, and, second, whether the hypothesized subgroups exhibit differential responses to particular types of phonological and metacognitive treatment. In their article, Wolf, Lynne Miller, and Katherine Donnelly describe the first direct application of the Double-Deficit Hypothesis for intervention: the Retrieval, Automaticity, Vocabulary Elaboration–Orthography (RAVE-O) program. This experimental, fluency-based reading intervention program directly addresses the need for fluency and automaticity in both underlying component processes and outcome reading skills. Also appearing in the same issue is an article by Elisabeth Wiig, Patricia Zureich, and Hei-Ning Helen Chan. Although this article was not part of the original dyslexia symposium, Wig's long history of work with a somewhat different, nonalphanumeric measure of naming speed and with a population of children with language impairments has important insights for comparisons across groups and tasks.

Finally, in the last article, Wolf, Bowers, and Kathleen Biddle incorporate the articles in this special section within an overview of current knowledge and unresolved issues about the nature of processes underlying naming speed. Using work in the cognitive neurosciences, they describe two hypotheses that provide nonexclusive explanations of the relationship between naming speed and reading. It is important to note that this last article was written for two purposes, dependent on the readers' knowledge in the area. For those with no or little background knowledge, it should be read as a review of the area immediately following this introduction; for those more familiar with this body of research, the final article is meant to provide a summary of the special issue and the unresolved questions in this body of research.
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